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Louis  Vuitton hire Nicolas  Ghesquière recently showed his  firs t collection for the house as  creative director

 
By SARAH JONES

Luxury brands struggle to find and recruit the top talent for positions across their companies, according to a new
study from Boston Consulting Group.

Having the right employees can have a measured impact on a brand’s profits and economic growth, especially in
executive and leading creative roles. Because of this luxury brands may need to rethink their existing recruiting
strategy to locate the personnel necessary.

"There are a few different factors at play," said Sarah Willersdorf, principal at BCG  and co-author of the
research. "First, fashion and luxury brands are experiencing significant change due to structural market changes
such as digital, consumer diversity--more international, more sophisticated, more tourists, millenials, etc--and a
shifting retail landscape that is resulting in a need for more and different skills.

"This is compounded by the fact that majority of companies are seeking these similar capabilities," she said.

"Secondly, we see a number of new trends in employee dynamics – for example millenials have very different
needs and wants than past generations. Finally, we see a much more competitive landscape with many talented
graduates today seeking jobs in startups and small companies, technology based and otherwise."

BCG’s “The Race for Talent: Fashion and Luxury’s Greatest Challenge for the Next Decade” study, which was co-
published with the Business of Fashion, interviewed luxury firms over the last two years, and conducted an in-depth
survey with 60 companies in March. Eighty percent of companies were based in France, the U.K. and the U.S., and 40
percent of companies  surveyed have more than $1 billion in sales.

The full study will be available in June.

Traditional approach

Brands that successfully deliver on recruiting, on-boarding and retaining new employees and managing their talent
see between 2.1 and 3.5 times more revenue growth and around 2 times the profit margin of brands that do not do
the same successfully.

"There are clear economic benefits," Ms. Willersdorf said. "The best practitioners see revenue growth that is fully 3.5
times faster than those of companies that have not mastered those key talent areas. They also demonstrate profit
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margins that are twice as robust as those of the laggards.

"Furthermore we believe that those who find top talent will be better equipped to deal with the changing and ever
more complex landscape in luxury and fashion," she said. "Moreso, developing and retaining that top talent will
mean that brands who are already successful will create stronger pipelines of future leaders to ensure the
companies continued success."

This makes recruitment strategy imperative to a brand’s bottom line, but most have not evolved their tactics to reflect
the methods job seekers use today.

Seventy-five percent of the brands surveyed have a recruitment strategy in place, but only 50 percent feel they have
access to the best creative talent.

The role of creative director was identified as the most agreed upon difficult role to fill, with 67 percent saying
finding talent to fill the duties was a struggle. This was followed by brand director, designer and pattern maker.

Raf Simons became Dior's creative director in 2012

Tech roles are also difficult to find good hires for, with 33 percent of respondents identifying ecommerce manager
as a difficult or impossible fill.

Most luxury brands still rely on traditional rather than online recruitment methods, choosing to use headhunters
rather than online portals to find new candidates for positions. Only 38 percent of the respondents use online or
social media methods to find new employees.

While many of these brands have performance review strategies in place, many brands struggle to help employees
rise to top level jobs. Only 40 percent said they have a strong talent pipeline and succession pool for executive
positions.

Employer improvement

Luxury brands work hard to develop an image for consumers, but they should also work to develop an employer
brand. Using marketing to attract prospective employees will make the recruitment process easier and help brands
hold onto their top talent.

Kering talent portal
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Like consumer marketing plans, this involves telling stories and finding the right channels to broadcast them.

BCG also suggests developing “strategic workforce planning,” looking at their goals and skills necessary to
accomplish them and then analyzing the difference between the supply and demand.

Digital-wary brands also need to embrace online channels to find candidates. This means accepting applications
online and making the process as easy as possible, a similar concept to creating a streamlined ecommerce path.

Being present on social media to develop an image will also bolster the brand for prospective employees. To
spread word about openings, brands can use job forums, their Web sites and email.

Identifying future executives early also offers an advantage to a brand. Forming bonds with top schools to find
interns who can become future employees is one tactic.

Columbia and Parsons students presenting a luxury marketing strategy for Louis Vuitton

Another is finding talent that will be successful among current junior level employees and candidates and then
making sure they have the necessary training and mentoring to rise through the ranks of the company. For luxury
brands that cater to women, helping female employees enter management will help get the perspective of the
consumer.

Common bond
According to a Wealth-X report, luxury industry insiders appear to be less optimistic about the state of their business,
with 6 percent of respondents saying they though their market share was going to drop. In the previous quarter, none
surveyed believed the same.

One of the hurdles identified by those surveyed was personnel issues, which 34 percent selected as the biggest
challenge. This was followed by decreased demand and competition (see story).

LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton is also looking to create a pipeline of bilingual retail employees through a new
training program.

The French conglomerate is looking to better serve its Mandarin-speaking consumers traveling abroad with a new
training program for Chinese Americans.

LVMH teamed up with Parsons the New School for Design and the Chinese-American Planning Council to design a
program to teach recently immigrated Chinese Americans luxury retail skills, which includes an internship at a
LVMH brand store. Through this program, LVMH will be able to connect with Chinese tourists in their native
language and deliver enhanced customer service (see story).

For brands already adept at marketing to consumers, marketing to prospective employees should follow a similar
approach.

"In essence...companies should apply many similar lenses to developing a product consumer brand," Ms.
Willersdorf said.

"They need to answer key questions such as: What is our positioning as an employer? Who is/are our target
candidate/s? How do we target them?" she said. "Companies will also need to use some of the same tools, for
example, comprehensive consumer research--survey, interviews, focus groups with existing and perspective
employees, candidate segmentation and then developing specific strategies for those segments and using a
multichannel approach to market themselves as employers.
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"While there does have to be consistency between the positioning of the 'fashion brand' and the 'employee brand,'
the distinct needs of employees are in no way mirror images of consumers’ needs."

Final Take
Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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